EURO-AIR QUALITY LABEL

Of course the Euro-Air label stands for:
Quality but then quality in the broadest sense of the word
First of all of course quality of the product. The manufacturers of the
products with the Euro-Air Quality label guarantee a constant quality of their
products by intermediate inspections, final testing and a clear instructionand installation manual with each heater. The basis of this quality of the
end-product lies already with the suppliers: the Euro-Air manufacturer
imposes certain qualitystandards upon her suppliers and demands from
them, too, products of a constant quality. Euro-Air demands that all
endproducts must be CE-approved. Consequence is that the independent
approving gasinstitutes carry out periodical inspections whether the heaters
with CE-approval still meet the CE-requirements.
Next to that, the Euro-Air label guarantees that the heaters also comply with
any additional national requirements so that situations can be prevented in
which a heater does indeed have the CE-approval but is not produced in
conformity with a national law or regulation because of which it is still not
allowed to apply the heater in that country (f.i. the law on NOx-emission in
the Netherlands and the high efficiency-requirements in Germany).
Secondly, the quality of the company itself plays an important role. As
condition to be allowed to apply the qualitylabel. Euro-Air demands that the
manufacturer is ISO-9001 certified. Within this qualitysystem not only the
supervision on the productionprocess is guaranteed but also other aspects
as correct delivery, fulfilling agreements, service, entrance supervision, and
all other aspects which not immediately refer to the product itself but to bear
upon the function of the company.
Last but not least Euro-Air imposes certain requirements upon the quality of
the documentation which it`s members publish. All members have
committed themselves to publish only technical information which has been
proven by testing and which can be verified by an independent
organisation. All manufacturers use the same descriptions, measuring
methods and measuring units to obtain comparable information about the
different products. With this commitment, Euro-Air tries to achieve that the
offered programms of the different manufacturers become more transparent

so that a consumer can come to a good comparison without having to study
the different products thouroughly.
In short, the Euro-Air Quality Label assures you that you purchase not only
a qualityproduct but also that a quality company stands behind this product!

